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 Good sound quality and visual presentation. Imprint was good as it contained a booklet and in paper jacket. I love Rod Stewart’s
music and performances and it is hard to go wrong with this music, so a must have for fans. Homer Simpson sings “White

Christmas” Release Date: 3 January 2014 New Product: Yes Source: Amazon Sample Amazon.com: This Simpson Christmas
DVD is no Simpson's version of "White Christmas" or any other Christmas song, as this cover of "White Christmas" was made
by Homer Simpson himself. "Homer's White Christmas" features, as the title promises, the late night singing and comedy by

Homer, Marge, Bart and Lisa in their living room on Christmas Eve. The soundtrack is loaded with "white" songs: "White
Christmas", "White Christmas/Silver Bells" and "White Christmas/I've Got the Christmas Spirit". The latter song of the latter
two can be found on the CERTIFICATION ITEMS: '85-86 Soundtrack by The Smothers Brothers. In the course of the video

Marge expresses the displeasure that it’s starting to snow (well, as we all know Springfield is a fictional town), and her husband
agrees, despite it being Christmas Eve. Bart takes an interest in another "white" song, the one played on the program "Eve of

Christmas". The Simpsons finds Bart to be a great singer, and they encourage him to go on to the stage. The more Bart sings, the
more interested he gets, and the more he wants to sing. Homer is not so enthusiastic, but when Bart says that it’s the only way he

can get rid of his cold, Marge immediately agrees. Eventually Homer and Bart sing and dance together to "White Christmas"
and the whole family joins them. “White Christmas” is sung during the last scene of the video, when Homer and Bart hold a re-
enactment of the scene in which they saw a child falling from a window and landed in the snow. This time the child is on a sled
with Marge and Lisa in tow. Homer later realizes that it was Bart who did this, and they hug. One of the most popular episodes

of The Simpsons, and one of the most famous episodes of all time, this video of Homer’s version of "White Christmas" also
proves to 82157476af
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